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before they get lost in another dimension if they fall off later that day goku and vegeta go to their room to prepare to go

the housework but he still wants to keep training goku falls asleep moments after the next day goku and vegeta are spa

stopped because they lacked the speed to keep up whis starts to tell goku and vegeta their weaknesses and says that g
to fail in the end
When frieza has been revived goku senses a huge power from earth can t doesn t know what it is goku is told
by vegeta to ignore and continue doing housework later goku and vegeta spar with each other under the
supervision of whis and they accidentally tapped into a new power up but only for a short while they
eventually see beerus who has recently woken in his sleep and told him that they came to train with whis and
only want to get stronger
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Six months later after pan is born chi chi doesn t want pan to be a fighter like the rest of the family when videl and chi chi are discussing her future goku is brought by
goten to persuade chi chi to come out so gohan and mr satan could speak with her after bulma is able to come in and she mentions that vegeta has been training on
beerus planet with whis goku smashes through gohan s library but he still fixes it goku asks bulma for whis next return and she says that he ll return in a month or two
chi chi doesn t want goku training but he perseveres to try to
Goku waits impatiently interrupting bulma while she s doing activities she eventually gives him a phone to get in contact with him when whis shows up after some time
bulma calls and tells him that whis has arrived on earth goku goes to capsule corporation where whis and bulma are eating with each other whis agrees to take goku to
train with him but he has to wait because whis went to earth to eat goku starts annoying whis to take him to train as whis finished he is ready to leave but chi chi is
approaching in the arms of gohan goku rushes to leave with whis so he wouldn t get in trouble
Goku and whis are approaching beerus planet when they get there goku is happy to see vegeta and notices that he s gotten stronger since being trained by whis for six
months goku has to do chores with vegeta and help him change beerus sheets when they get into beerus room goku is amazed and demanded to remain quiet so
beerus won t wake up goku and vegeta have to wait for the perfect moment to change his sheets but goku is getting impatient goku gets attacked by beerus several
times but at one point beerus had goku in a leg lock goku easily lifted beerus so vegeta could change his sheets
Goku and vegeta continue doing housework all over beerus planet once they finalized their chores they began training with whis before they commenced whis gives
goku a new gi because vegeta received a new one from bulma goku and vegeta used weights to train they both had to carry their weight and travel along a path
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